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April 23, 1968 

Dr. James B. Rhoads 
/toting Archivist of the United States 
National Archives and Records Service 
Vishington, D. C. 2O408 

Dear Dr. Rhoads: 

I wish I could regard your letter of April 17 as responsive. 

On the simplest .basis, "Copies of records you have requested have been 
mailed to you," it is untrue. When I can take the added time, I will 
go over my records and list what has not been sent. The 'leek Ruby ad-
dress book comes to mind immediately. It has been quite some time sines 
I requested this, specifying which. version, Exhibit 5204. 

As so often happens hare is another case where the integrity of the 
government and the investigation of how that government came into power 
are jeopardized, and here is a case where what I requested was not sent 
me. From the time I fiist met you, I have not, until recently, felt 
that I had to check closely on your agency. I hate to feel now that 
this is necessary. BUt this sort of-thing, in various forms, has been 
a regular occurrence. 

Can you seriously suggest that when tha executive sessions of the Com-
mission were top secret I had any way of knowing which, if any, related 
to the autopsy and which, if any, you were declassifying? The arrange-
ment of secret files ft known to the government, not to researchers. 
It is not an explanation to say that you distinguish between secret 
tiles on the same subject, files of which I have no knowledge, when you 
have an entirely arbitrary breakdown of those files. This should be 
clear in the sentence you quote from my letter of almost a year ago, 
which I here emphasize: 

I would also like some assurance that, with the addition of these 
two documents totaling four pages, I now have  the entire autopsy, 
whatever it was originally designated by the Lommisslon. 

Precisely because you have kept all these things secret there is and 
was no other way for me to request 100 percent of everything relating 
to the autopsy. 
Your files contain a number of records of my requests for everything 
on the autopsy and what relates to it. I am, for example, after two 
years still waiting for the original notes of the autopsy, required to 
be in your possession as part of OD 371 and as part of Exhibit 397. 
They may not be in your possession in any of the replicated files, but 
they most assuredly are required to be and they are, I tell you with 
no less certainty, in the possession of the government. 

Tour files also contain the written assurance that when 
I request ma-

terial that is temporarily restricted, because of the listsyOu 
main-

tain I will automatically reoeive what Ixequest or nolifioation that 
A - t has become available. I have trusted this assurance and have no 

nagged you and your staff. 
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Yet I now find, and not for the first time, that you bays violated 
your assurance and your own procedures. In this case, you have denied 
- and I reemphasise, getter the first tine - one w has, by any 
standards, engaged in-Iong-standing and thorough scholarship what he 
was entitled to and given than to a writer of recent and unscholarly 
interest what he then used as propagonda, an apology for the govern-
went and its suppressions. 
Obviously, I have no way of knowing the nature and extent of the in-
terest of others, but I seriously doubt if anyone else has expressed 
to you anybing like the interest in this that I have or has ordered 
every single scrap of paper on the subject, including apostles* copies 
of the same thing from sachet the duplicating files in which each was 
plseed. 
In this caseation, there can be no smettrepresentation about your 
dental of my prior rights with regard to the *grew:lent between the 
General Services adminidtration, of which you are pert, and the Zen. 
nedy family. My last letter on this is enttrelyremanswered. 
In this case, my long- tending request was specific and rejected. 
With no *auditions oh aging, you thereupon arbitrarily mode it avail-
able to a newspaper writer the government knows is an apologist for 
it and, predietably, he used it in exactly this way. 
There is store relating to the autopsy file that I do not burden you 
with at this point, but there is aprime facie ctase of someone else -
still again, a government- apologist - being given what I wee denied, 
and in advance of release. 
In your next paragraph, the key words are these: 'our staff is too 
small . Bow muoh smaller can your assigned staff be and still be any 
kind of s staff at OW First the government arranges en organised 
chaos of almost inconceivable extent, than it assigns and continues 
to assign an entirely inadequate staff, and then it insists that those 
seeking to make proper use of the files have knowledge of both govern-
ment secrets and its strange methods of tiling and organising. Quite 
obviously, this imposes impossible conditions on those seeking to have 
access to whet they are properly entitled to access. In 	event, 
you sari hardly bold as responsible for either thee chaos or 	to  
which you, yourself, have responsibility for. If your staff is too 
small, as it is, that is your responsibility and doing, not mine. 

This adds up to a vary unpleasant thing: suppreseion. Without 
you can find a less disagreeable word, but I doubt a more appropriate 
one. 

The rest of your letter is about an inexcusable anarchy for which 
your agency mast assume some degree of responsibility. By specific 
order of the Attorney General,, but, I believe, not for this reason 
alone everything considered by the Commission is required to be in 
your custody and available under the usual conditions. It can prop-
erly be said that y©u may have no way of knowing what is required to 
be iniyour custody and is not. It cannot properly be claimed that 
once you know at this you have no responsibilities. In each and every 
case where I have requested of you whet you say you do not have, I 
have specific knowledge of ite existence, in every case 1411M now re-
call, tiret-hand knowledge. 

If the order of the Attorney General is to be anything but the cheapest 
kind of publicity stunt and nothing else, there must be some means or 
getting into your custody what is so clearly required to be there. It 
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certainly is not the obligation of anyone outside of government to 
accomplish this. It seems to me to be your obligation at least to 
attempt to effect this. Is there anyone else with this reeponsibility? 
I repeat, it is not the reeponsibility of the researcher, who, in any 
event, is entirely powerless. As I have already informed your agency, 
letters to the originating agencies are without ecknowledgment. 
Let me be specific and cite your letter. 
The Miami police did supply the Secret Service with,* taps reoording 
and a transokipt or a threat to kill the President, made lovewbor $ 
1963. the warren Report says that the Secret Service made s study of 
its filen of threats - for the period up to and including MoveMber 8, 
1963 and for the "entire" (what a device!) Dallas-Fort Worth area 
has though airplanes were not yet invented). It must be clear to you 
that I did not organise the goviernment's files, and that I do not 
have access to what is secret. If this is not included where the 
tile chart Indicates it must be, where am I to tell you to look or 
to look myself? 
Mr* Davis Personelly told me be bad bean interviewed by the PBI and 
that be had sigeed a statement for the THI. /hues  I have specific 
knowledge. if you do not have this file, you are required to. I 
think you could silk the FBI for It. Remember it is the. Department 
of Justice that issued the order requiring that everything be in your 
custody. 
Mr. Opyle and the can who was fah him are my sources on that motion 
picture. 
Mr. Dean is ey source on FBI interrogations of him about Loran Hall. 
The interviewing emelt was named, in two cases, Rapp or Repp. 
With regard to the spectrographic analysis, I have made repeated re-
quests for this. It was considered by the Commission, the testimony 
shows it was to be preserved as part of the file, in its original 
form, and in sty presence the FBI alsintornsd your staff about this in 
early Ilovesiber 1966. This does not mean the inadequate paraphrasing 
you refer to. It means the original analysis, which is clearly *ov-
ert/4 by the testimony I bade previously cited to your state and prede» 
testier.Only by the raw exorcise of power can this be denied me. I 
have asked the government for it for two years. My request to Mr. 
Hoover, like my other letters to him, has been unanswered. However, 
it is you and not Mr. Hoover who heads the Rational Archives. Prop-
erly, I believe, I address you. 
Again, I know without question that Depths Calixtas (also known as 
Dion* Turner), Philip Moretti III and Raul Romeo  also known as 
Pessoti (approximate), were inteeviewed. I know where, when and by 
whoa. such interview+, are required to be in your custody and avail-
able to we except under eertain stipulated conditions, none of which 
properly apply in this come. One - but not the only - interrogation 
is reported in Exhibit 3119. 
This raises an additional point I have discussed with Mr. Johnson. 
He tells me that there are no memoranda by the Commission lawyer who 
also interviewed these people, one of whoa' beoame a witness, and that 
there are no nut of the pre-intsrviews or projected questions by 
Mae staff lawyers. 
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I do not doubt Mr. Johnson's word, but I most assuredly do doubt that 
the Commission could function in this manner. Witnesses were inter-
viewed prior to testimony to prepare for that testimony. The lswyers 
could not possibly recall all the questions they planned to ask the 
witnesses, nor could they remenber all the many things learned from 
the numerous witnesses. 

the lawyer in this oases was Hr. desley J. Liebeler, who undoubtedly 
deposed more witnesses than any other. Particularly because of the 
extent of his work is it entirely inconceivable that he operated 
without In notes or memoranda. Yet these, I am told, are 100 percent 
non-existent. 
From my on experienes, I know sovernment prootice. Tho needs cf the 
Commission and itu counsel are quit, obvious, and these required notes 
and memoranda. In the case of on lawyer, ,rlen 5pecter, end the 
celebrities who*, testimony he took, the prepared lista of questions 
do exist. In the cast of two of the autopsy surgeons, his memorandum 
of interview *slats. In most other oases, notes of some kind at one 
time had to havu existed. If they do not today, thoy have bean de-
stroyed, removed or suppressed. 

When the Investigation was of the murder of u Preslaent and of how the 
investiosting government came into power, nothing could be more inap-
propriate. 

I accept with appreciation your offer of the typesoript of the testi-
mony of Philip •Cusracl III, totaling 25 peaee. I weel4 also appreciate 
that of Vane° Blulook, whiah is related. 

If my amount is getting low, please noXity ma so I can keep a euf-
fiaient sum on depoei,t. 

It is because from our msetIng in early 1146 I so oleerly recall your 
**Genera exposition of the concepts of scholarship and of the rights 
of researahers .end of your responsibilities that I write you so candidly. 
If the things at which I complain were unknown to you, you now know. 
It the - foregeing explanation is in any way deficient, ploase let me .. 
know what additional knowledge or proof you require. 
Because of its subjeot, this particular archiva in lik nothing else, 
in our history. It impcolos on 	governmint surf nrCs higher than 
those of (,seser's wife. ;.ven more is this the case because this ar-
chive is roquir64 tc) contain the official evieence on hovi alp govern-
ment administering it came into dominion. 

Especially because I have alleged the involvement: 	t.he s.xacutive 
**tansies in the great tragedy do I think you hear s epecial responsi-
bility to me. If you deny me uhst I am properly entitlut: to luive, 
there will always remain the inference that it is because of bow I have 
written or, worse, that it is in itself additional confirmation of what 
I have written. Par sacrament to retaliate against a writer or re-
seareher in unpardonable. i'or it to deny him whet he seeks that is 
inconsistent with what the government alleges is culpable, unless there 
is specific applicablo la-.4 or misulotion. In this case, no such things 
obtain. 
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In closing, please permit me the observation that What you say has the effect or denying those Americans living in, say, Hawaii *PAU/asks so-das to the tiles on the murder of their President. t sirammmO4rhope this is not the intent tit the government. It it is costly and burden-some for me to go to your offices and seek what I properly describe to you, how mob *ors impossible is it for those liring at more distant points' 

Nerold tie isbarv. 
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